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Ultra-Small Photoelectric Sensors from
Pepperl+Fuchs Deliver High Performance
and Reliable Operation in Tight Spaces
Pepperl+Fuchs introduces R2 Series UltraSmall Sensors - a complete family of ultra-miniature
photoelectric sensors available in four sensing modes
to suit varied application needs. These sensors feature
a 24 mm x 7.5 mm x 11.2 mm housing, industry
standard mounting footprint, a flush and wear-resistant
antistatic glass lens and a 45° cable outlet to maximize
mounting flexibility. Consequently, the R2 series can be
mounted where other photoelectric sensors cannot – in
extremely tight spaces and close to moving objects –
to deliver high performance and reliable operation in
a wide range of applications regardless of the color,
texture or shape of the object(s) being sensed.
“The R2 series is the only nano-sized
photoelectric sensor available today with Background
Evaluation (BGE) mode. Utilizing a
fixed background such as a conveyor or
machine part as a reference, R2 series
BGE sensors are a unique alternative to
retroreflective sensors, reliably detecting
objects without the need for a reflector,”
says Pepperl+Fuchs Product Manager,
Michael Turner. “Advanced thru-beam
mode R2 sensors are equipped with a
secondary emitter LED that provides
a laser-like spot size for high-precision
applications and eliminates the hassle
of applying external apertures. The
R2 series is also available in polarized
retroreflective and background
suppression modes.”

without mounting nuts to simplify installation and save
time. This also negates the potential to lose or drop
mounting nuts while installing a sensor in very small,
tight spaces.
R2 series sensors feature a glass optical
surface which is more resistant to environmental
contaminants, chemicals and abrasion than is the
fragile plastic optical surface of many conventional
photoelectric sensors. Additionally, the tamperproof
housing of each R2 series sensor ensures that
unauthorized personnel cannot make modifications or
alterations after the sensor is setup. Enhanced and
strategically placed LEDs clearly indicate the sensor’s
operating state.

Industry standard 15 mm
mounting hole separation enables R2
series sensors to easily retrofit into
existing applications. Threaded sensor
mounting holes enable installation
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“R2 Series’ powerful emitter LED literally outshines
the competition, offering the brightest, most powerful,
easiest to align, and most uniform light spot. The result
is greater signal strength to optically ‘burn through’
environmental contaminants, more consistent detection
and better visibility on dark materials,” explains Turner.
“These extra bright LEDs ensure that everyone,
especially maintenance personnel, can easily see them
at a distance and at various angles.”
Their ultra-compact size, robust design and
range of operating modes make
the R2 series an ideal photoelectric
sensing option in any number of
material handling, print and paper,
packaging and general purpose
applications that have very tight
mounting space. The high optical burn
thru power and rugged housing is well
suited for automotive applications,
and semiconductor applications could
benefit from R2’s ultra-low profile
housing and high-precision thrubeam sensors. Its size and features
also make the R2 series a good
solution in certain biomedical and
pharmaceutical applications.

the design, manufacture and application of high quality
factory and process automation products and services.
Pepperl+Fuchs pioneered the development of proximity
sensors 50 years ago, and has set the standard for
innovation and quality ever since.
Pepperl+Fuchs, 1600 Enterprise Parkway,
Twinsburg, OH 44087; (330) 486-0001; fax: (330) 4054710; fa-info@us.pepperl-fuchs.com; www.pepperlfuchs.us.

R2 series no-load supply
current is less than 10 mA – up to
50 percent less than competitive
models. Maximum sensing distances
vary by detection mode, with thrubeam mode sensors offering a range
up to 2.5 meters (8.2 feet). These
sensors deliver a response time of
600 µs, and can operate with 1030 VDC supply voltage and within
operating temperatures from -25 °C
to 60 °C (-13 °F to 140 °F). R2 series
photoelectric sensors are IP67 rated,
carry the CE mark and UL and cUL
approvals.

Pepperl+Fuchs is a world leader in
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Heck Industries of Hartland,
Michigan has introduced a
new hand operated

“FILLET WELD SHAVER”.

This new tool uses indexable carbide inserts in a milling cutter to remove weld beads from both flat “Butt” welds and inside 90 degree
“Fillet” welds.
The new Model WS90 features both adjustable depth of cut and an
adjustable fence making it easy to remove only a weld bead and not
the surrounding primary materials
2.3 horsepower, weights only 12 pounds and made in USA
For complete details please contact Heck Industries at (810) 632-5400,
www.heckind.net.
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Fabrication
Simplification

By: Hannah Addison

Metal fabrication is a demanding
process because it requires a steady
transfer of materials between each
phase of production. As a result, it is
imperative that anyone involved with the
production process has an ergonomic,
efficient, and reliable way to move items
through the various phases of fabrication.
An aluminum foundry in the mid-west
was dealing with a struggling area of
production after the casting phase of
production. As a result, plant managers
10
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decided to conduct an efficiency evaluation.
Prior to the use of any crane, workers were using a forklift to transfer parts from a
conveyor belt to a storage area. Then, those products would be transferred to a tumbler
staging area and then another storage area until the tumbler mechanism was ready for
use. After the products were tumbled, they were moved to the next phase of the production
process. This process was extremely inefficient for workers and it required large amounts
of storage space, labor, and product handling time. Once plant managers realized the
inefficiency of their process, they decided to try a new solution. At first, they implemented a jib
crane. However, the workers were unhappy with the jib because it was still very inefficient and
did not allow for a smooth transfer of products between production phases.
Ultimately, the managers of the aluminum foundry decided to get in touch with Illinois
Electric Works because they are a trusted supplier of electric motors and hoists and applicable
service and repairs. Their representatives suggested a Spanco Workstation Crane. The
workstation crane allows products to move more efficiently during the metal fabrication
process. The installation of a workstation allowed for a new fabrication process to be
implemented.
Now, after the foundry has cast parts and pieces, there is a conveyor belt that carries
those pieces to the next phase of production. The workstation has been installed over that
conveyor belt to allow workers to grab items from the conveyor belt and then move them onto
a tumbler. After the parts have been tumbled to remove casting debris, the workstation is used
again to transfer the items from the tumbler
to a basket, where the parts travel to the
next phase of assembly.
At this time, 6 different employees
use this crane and they have noticed that
production is significantly faster and more
efficient. All of the workers also enjoy the
easy and ergonomic handling capabilities
offered by the Spanco Workstation Crane.
Plant managers are delighted that it has
reduced labor, storage, handling, and
overall production cost. Thanks to the
Spanco Workstation Crane, this company is
now experiencing a significantly faster and
more efficient production process.
Spanco is a leading manufacturer
of industrial material handling solutions.
We are ISO 9001:2008 registered at both
of our east and west coast manufacturing
facilities.
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New PosidyneR 30 Clutch Brake Delivers 78,000 Lb. In. of Torque
for Critical "No Downtime" Applications Air or Hydraulic Actuation
for Hazardous DutyAreas
Force Control Industries introduces the new
Size 30 PosidyneR Clutch Brake with "Oil Shear Technology" that can be operated as a clutch only for applications such as pumps or fans or as a clutch brake for
cycling or indexing applications. This Posidyne clutch
brake dynamically accelerates or decelerates high inertia loads without wear on friction discs, providing years
of maintenance-free, no-downtime operation. That is
in contrast to dry friction clutches or brakes which are
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designed to lock up, and tend to have significant wear
if used dynamically. The Size 30 features smooth and
quiet acceleration or deceleration due to the Oil Shear
Technology. It is ideal for bulk materials handling applications such as use on conveyors, load-out conveyors,
as well as bulk loading applications like rail car dumpers, portside conveyors, and other critical "no downtime"
applications.
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Simple Design Yields Big Benefits

Oil Shear Technology

The Posidyne Size 30 consists of 7 basic components (1) the input shaft which is connected to the
motor or engine, (2) the output shaft which is connected
to the load, (3) a clutch and brake stack consisting or
multiple alternating friction discs and drive plates, and
(4) a centrally located piston between the brake and
clutch that will engage either the clutch, or brake, but
never overlap to engage both at the same time. Two
other important components are (5) the piston seals
(o-rings with Teflon liners with each o-ring), and (6)
springs tending to push the piston to the brake side
(there are many combinations of springs and pressure
called logic types). The final component is (7) the transmission fluid that make the whole unit possible.

Oil Shear Technology is the heart of all Force
Control clutches and brakes. Transmission fluid flowing
through the friction stack is put in a shear condition
during dynamic engagement. It transmits torque between the friction discs and drive plates, protecting
the parts from mechanical contact, and absorbing the
heat of engagement as it flows through the stack. Upon
exiting the stack it flows down the housing walls where it
is cooled and back into the bottom of the unit to re-circulate back into the friction area. As the pressure continues to clamp the friction stack together it reaches a
point of static lock up unless continuous slip is a desired
condition.

Actuation media to move the piston creating
pressure on the clutch or brake can be air (maximum 80
psi, only 97 In.^3 per engagement) or hydraulic pressure
for applications outside or not near a compressed air
supply.
Unique Features and Benefits
The Posidyne Size 30 provides quiet, smooth,
maintenance-free, operation with no adjustment or regular downtime required. It features a totally-enclosed,
heavy duty, foot mounted, cast iron sealed housing
operation in dirty, dusty, wet environments. In the mine
or outside, at loading facilities, on barges or boats, the
Size 30 functions with no regular maintenance intervention during its 40,000,00-cycle design life (annual fluid
changes are suggested for maximum service life).
The multiple disc friction stacks provide high
torque and thermal capacity in a low inertia (only 61 Lb.
Ft.^2) compact package. Highly developed friction materials function optimally with the transmission fluid and
resist wear. Teflon liners protecting every piston o-ring
seal eliminates cracking and leaking of the o-ring seal,
and provides smoother quicker engagement. Because
there is virtually no wear of the friction material, piston
travel is reduced, utilizing less actuation air or hydraulic
fluid, and providing a
quicker response.
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The transmission fluid also serves to lubricate
the bearings and splines for greatly improved operating life. Depending on the thermal loads the additional
cooling of the transmission fluid can be done with fan
cooling, water cooling, external oil-to-air cooling, or
oil-to-water cooling - and for continuous slip applications
forced lube units are available.
This highly reliable clutch brake operates nearly
maintenance free for the duration of its design cycle
life of approximately 40,000,000 cycles. Repair kits are
available, as is rebuild service by Force Control Industries which is recommended.
Made in the USA - Sold Worldwide
Headquartered in Fairfield, Ohio, Force Control Industries is the world leader in oil shear technology, offering
a full line of clutches, brakes, and clutch brakes for
diverse severe duty applications. Their manufacturing
campus includes three manufacturing facilities with over
100,000 square feet of manufacturing space along with
engineering, design, customer support and administrative offices. All facilities are ISO9001/2000 certified for
quality assurance. For additional information contact
Force Control Industries, Inc., 3660 Dixie Highway, Fairfield, OH 45014, or visit www.forcecontrol.com, e-mail
sales@forcecontrol.com, or call (513) 868-0900.
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Improve Productivity and Reduce Maintenance Requirements in
Challenging Application Environments with CLN Series LED Work
Lights from PATLITE
Robust work lights deliver brightness, thin size and flexibility to provide maximum luminescence from
every angle, even when subject to contaminants
Patlite introduces CLN Series LED Work Lights.
These IP66G, IP67G and IP69K-rated work lights
deliver brilliant 820 lx lighting (CD model), and can
do so at 70 percent of the original brightness for
up to 60,000 hours even when subjected to dust,
water, oil, chemicals and machine coolants. At just
22.2 mm (0.87 in.) wide with a 180 degree angle
tilt adjustment and a 120 degree rotating adjustment (PT model), the CLN series is also one of
industry’s thinnest LED work lights with flexibility
to be mounted virtually anywhere. The result is
improved productivity and reduced maintenance
time and costs.
		
“Traditional and even other LED lighting
options simply don’t provide illumination, robustness or flexibility to withstand industrial process
machinery environments,” says Paul Mizuki,
Marketing Manager. “Our new CLN LED work
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lights are a true breakthrough lighting option that
literally brighten up even the most space restricted and harsh work areas, including those found in
the machine tool, food and beverage processing,
assembly line and pharmaceutical applications.”
CLN series LED work lights provide warm
white light with natural light distribution to illuminate a wider work area, or virtual midday sunlight
color for detailed and fine work, and illuminate a
wider work area than many similar models. They
attach virtually anywhere with a stainless steel
angle bracket, including the floor, wall and ceiling,
and provide rotation angles that maximize operational flexibility. An Explosion Safe version for
Zone 2, Zone 22 (Ex nA IIC T4 Gc, Ex tc IIIC T135°C
Dc IP65) is available.
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Industry leading specialist for rotary tables and automation WEISS North America, Inc.
(Willoughby, OH) has recently introduced its’ largest torque rotary table to date−the TO1300.
An extension of its’ established smaller direct drive tables (TO150, 220 and 750); the TO1300
combines the advantages of direct drive with high torque – allowing larger scale application
scenarios that require high-speed and high-accuracy to be fully realized.
Boasting a 1300 mm footprint, the TO1300 suddenly makes larger scale applications
possible that previously seemed out of reach− as current direct-drive tables are relatively
small and limited to a diameter of 750 mm. Additionally the TO1300’s high-tech drive operates predominantly without mechanics or gearboxes.
DYNAMIC DEMAND / DESIGN DIRECTIVE:
With over ten years of expertise in the field of direct drive torque motors, WEISS often
designs and develops out of the logical response to changing market requirements and customer demand. This was the case with the TO1300 as a client’s concrete custom requirements
stipulated a high mass inertia of 160 kgm2 and a large index increment of 45° with fast cycles−namely an index time of 0.21 seconds with a dwell time of 0.29 seconds.
For challenging tasks of this nature, a mechanical heavy duty table is typically the
logical choice. Due to their gearing ratio, however, these tables don’t fare well in service life
calculations for use at such high speeds as the needle bearings simply suffer from too much
wear.
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The correct alternative is a
direct drive; which inspired the development of the TO1300. With a direct
drive, only one bearing is under load
which is virtually free of backlash. The
table is low-wear and easily capable
of delivering the desired dynamic
performance requirements.
Notably, it has the ability to cover a
significantly more versatile range of
tasks−including repeat use through
reprogramming which allows customers to cultivate value added potential.
TO1300 TORQUE ROTARY TABLE:
• User-programmable direct drive
• Medium loads
• High speeds of up to 80 rpm
• Peak torque of up to 26,600 Nm
• Non-wearing
• Water cooling available for high
continuous output
• Absolute measuring system
• Overload-protected through temperature sensor
• Non-contact labyrinth seal with air
seal
TO1300 CUSTOMIZATION:
Unique to the TO1300 is that customers can customize it to their individual
requirements. For example; they can
make a modular selection between
bearings, encoder and motor, and
thereby alter the following table characteristics:
• Drive torque variable through
different motor lengths
• Rated power variable through
water cooling option
• Table speed variable through
various combinations of motor/
bearing/control technology (field weakening)
• Precision variable through optical or magnetic measuring system
• Method of functioning variable through incremental or absolute encoder
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RESULTS/CONCLUSION:
Configured in a uniquely robust design, the TO1300 offers new possiblities for highspeed automation applications such as: lighting, automotive, cleanroom, small gear assembly,
switches/sockets, and electronic components.
A specialist in automation, WEISS also offers many sizes for the TO series direct-drive
rotary indexing tables; ranging from small to very large. Optimal solutions for specific application challenges can be achieved from the series wide range of options. Each TO model is also
available in a version with a cleanroom certificate.
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